
part of the story it is also the weakest part A Far Eastern Ambuscade 
of the book. The ubiquitous terror, the un- 
precedented injustices, are not adequately 
conveyed to the reader who is not already 
aware of them. Ratiu is evidently an out- 
sider-however sympathetic-who never 
lived through the systematic slaughter of 
a culture, that insult to morality that is 
Communism. A book dealing with Romani- 
an life after 1945 should leave the reader 
trembling with indignation; Ratiu’s essay, 
informative though it is, barely stirs the 
passions to discomfort. 

The last chapter deals with the author’s 
personal assessment of the situation. Given 
the pain and sacrifice to which the great 
majority has been subjected in Romania, 
as well as the prevalent repression and hy- 
pocrisy of the new rkgime, the people are 
not likely to embrace Communism. The rd- 
atively large number of present Party mem- 
bers can be explained not so much by the 
success of philosophical persuasions as by 
the lure of material advantages available 
to card-carrying Communists. The lack of 
spirit in no way spells relief, however, es- 
pecially since relations with the Soviet Un- 
ion are stronger than ever, thanks to the 
Party leadership. Ratiu’s optimism is thus 
qualified : 

If change is to be brought about in Ro- 
mania, it will be the doing of the ruling 
6lite themselves when their will to gov- 
em collapses, or by the country’s youth. 
Both are possible. Both are probable, 
should the international equation of 
forces permit it. 

But at the moment the ruling klite seems 
quite content, a large number of young peo- 
ple have fled the country (whether legally 
or illegally), and as for the international 
equation . . . there are fewer and fewer un- 
knowns, the West being less and less willing 
to do its own arithmetic. 

Ambush at Vladivostok, by Phyllis 
Schlafly and Chester Ward, Alton, ZUi- 
mis: Pere Marquette Press, 1976. 157 
pp. $2.00 ((paper). 

GERALD FORD was ambushed at Vladi- 
vostok. This, at least, is the conclusion of 
Phyllis Schlafly and Chester Ward, who ar- 
gue in their latest book that the 1974 SALT 
I1 accords marked yet another dismal pas- 
sage in the history of American strategic 
emasculation. “Ambush” is indeed a rea- 
sonable choice of terms for, as the authors 
demonstrate, the President was taken by 
surprise and out-maneuvered in the fast- 
paced talks which constituted the treaty 
conference. Ford arrived at Vladivostok 
completely unaware that he would negotiate 
any such treaty. He was totally unprepared, 
psychologically, because of a grueling 17,- 
000 mile goodwill trip which prefaced the 
conference and technically, because of the 
virtual absence of any American military 
or foreign policy advisers. Only Henry 
Kissinger was at hand, and he, of course, 
was only too happy to advise and to guide 
the inexperienced President in terms of his 
own highly dubious perspective on world 
affairs. Brezhnev and company, with the 
able assistance of a coterie of military ex- 
perts, were ready to capitalize on what for 
them was an opportune situation and, as 
Ford himself later put it, the “get- 
acquainted phase” was swiftly transcended 
and replaced with “very intensive negotia- 
tions on the primary issue of limitation of 
strategic arms.” 

According to Schlafly and Ward, Kissin- 
ger is to be held principally responsible for 
the Vladivostok debacle; he knew about the 
nature of the conference beforehand, and 
he consciously led Ford into the ambush. 
SALT 11, the authors insist was but another 

Reviewed by JULIANA GERAN PILON manifestation of the Secretary’s “sick” and 
“defeatist” foreign policy through which 
he has “deliberately brought the United 
States down from a position of overwhelm- 
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ing power to the brink of strategic sur- 
render.” As key evidence for this contro- 
versial contention, the authors cite a state- 
ment which Kissinger supposedly made to 
Admiral Zumwalt-“The day of the United 
States is past and today is the day of the 
Soviet Union. My job as Secretary of State 
is to negotiate the most acceptable second 
best position available”-a statement which 
Kissinger denies that he ever made. In their 
attempt to impute next to treasonous ac- 
tions to the Secretary, the authors go to 
great lengths to prove that the statement 
was made and cite speculative psychologi- 
cal evidence to suggest its probability. Yet, 
as far as this reviewer can discern, their 
case remains unfortunately problematic, for 
they fail to provide specific motivations on 
Kissinger’s part under which his policies 
can be construed as acts of “deliberate SUP 

render” rather than as simple (perhaps 
egregious) errors in judgment. Neverthe- 
less, it is quite easy to agree with Schlafly 
and Ward that Kissinger’s actions, the 
pessimism underlying his foreign policy 
and his passion for “preemptive conces- 
sions,” attest to qualities which make him 
eminently unqualified for the management 
of American strategic diplomacy. 

The controversy over Kissinger’s inten- 
tions notwithstanding, SALT I1 is surely 
a prime example of the confusion currently 
beclouding American foreign policy. When 
Kissinger and Ford returned from Vladi- 
vostok, they assured the American people 
that “essential equivalence” in strategic 
arms had been maintained, and the Presi- 
dent confidently stated that “at Vladivostok 
we put a firm ceiling on the strategic arms 
race.” According to Schlafly and Ward, 
Ford could make such an astonishing state- 
ment because he sincerely, albeit na‘ively, 
believed that SALT I1 limited the number 
of MIRV warheads allowed to both sides. 
As the authors are quick to demur, the 
agreement actually limited only the number 
of missiles on which MIRVs could be 

mounted. Under the agreement Ford 
thought he signed, the Soviets would have 
bcen allowed to MIRV only 165 of their 
missiles, whereas under the real agreement, 
they were paranteed 1320 missiles with 
multiple warheads. Yet, and this is the 
irony of Ford’s quest for “equality,” even 
if MIRVs had been limited, the Soviet’s 
overwhelming superiority in terms of nu- 
clear throw weight (app. 3 megatons per 
Soviet SS-18 vs. app. 170 kilotons per U.S. 
Minuteman 111) would have given them 
3960 megatons of explosive power to 
counter a puny American assault of 222.4 
megatons. 

These are prima facie staggering figures, 
but what do they really mean? According 
to Schlafly and Ward, they imply that the 
US. is at “the brink of strategic sur- 
render,” that we would be powerless to 
counter any possible Soviet initiative. One 
wonders, however, whether American 
strategic capability has been as thoroughly 
weakened as the authors appear to believe. 
Wars may be fought partly in terms of 
throw weight and megatonnage, but not 
solely in those terms. There are other fac- 
tors involved-weapons technology, missile 
accuracy and kill ratios, missile and deploy- 
ment obsolescence, geographical distribu- 
tion of weapons-and until these are con- 
sidered in concert, it is quite difficult to d e  
termine who would win the next war, were 
such a confrontation to arise. 

This is not to say that the central thrust 
of Schlafly’s and Ward’s account is in any 
way misconceived. To the contrary, their 
book is important and valuable because it 
exposes the current American policy trend 
-its concessionism and its unrealistic trust 
in Soviet good will-as courting calamity. 
As the authors reasonably argue, it is vital 
that Congress reject SALT 11, and it is high 
time that we withdraw from the SALT I 
treaty. The position of the U.S. is uncer- 
tain, but it is by no means hopeless. 

Reviewed by A. JAMES MCADAMS 
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